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360 Degree Flexible Fiber Optic Borescope at an Affordable Price
   • Full 360 degrees of rotation for complete visual inspections
   • Measures just 4mm (.157”) in diameter 
   • 28 inch length allows for snaking into tight areas
   • Waterproof and resistant to oil and fuel
   • 17,000 fiber optic pixels produce a high resolution image
   • Offers a bend radius of 30mm (1.18”)
   • Includes high intensity portable LED light source, carrying
      case and 90 degree viewing adapter

The Lenox Instrument Twist-A-View Borescope is designed to 

provide true 360 degree inspections of tight, restricted areas 

with a simple twist of the scope. Both f lexible and versatile, 

the Twist-A-View Borescope represents a professional quality 

optical inspection tool at an affordable price.

The 360 degree rotation is made possible by a 90 degree 

right angle viewing adaptor coupled with an achromatic 

eyepiece to provide a crisp image covering the entire field 

of view. High resolution is produced by 17,000 fiber optic 

pixels, delivering an image nearly equal in quality to those 

produced from optical rigid borescopes.

At just 4mm (.157”) in diameter, the 28 inch Twist-A-View 

Borescope can be snaked into tight locations requiring 

visual inspections including turbine, gas or diesel engines, 

combustion chambers, pumps and valves, pipelines, tubing, 

castings, machined parts and other hard-to-access cavities. It 

is both waterproof and resistant to oil and fuel.

Further enhancing the Twist-A-View’s visual inspection 

capabilities is a portable, battery operated LED light source. 

The LED delivers a bright white light at 5500 degrees Kelvin 

with a light intensity of 20,000 lux to illuminate even the 

darkest areas.

Every Lenox Twist-A-View Borescope includes a 90 degree 

viewing adapter, carrying case, portable LED illumination and 

an extension cable for the LED light source. Video and digital 

still camera packages are available.

Twist-A-View Borescope, Portable LED and Carrying Case

Diameter Length Stock # Description

4mm 
(.157”)

28” 6800SFK-720 360° fiberscope
Includes: LED, light 
cable, carrying case
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Fiberscope Accessories

CCTV Package (includes monitor)

Stock Number Description

515-0186 Digital HD Video Recorder

7Z100-DIGCAM Digital Still Camera

10515K-0002 CCTV Package (camera, monitor and camera 
adapter)

Digital Video & Camera Accessories 

Stock Number Description

3000LS-150 Light Source (150w output, 50-60hz)

Light Source Accessories

HD Video Recorder

Digital Still Camera

Lenox Instrument Company has been providing visual 

inspection instruments to the defense, power generation and 

manufacturing industries since 1920. Offering a full line of 

visual NDT borescopes, endoscopes, videoscopes and high 

temperature camera systems, Lenox products are renowned 

for their rugged and innovative style. 

From the 1920 invention of the first industrial borescope, to 

the first borescope used at a nuclear site, to the internal 

inspection of today’s jet engines, Lenox Instrument Company 

has always offered the highest quality and broadest range 

of remote vision instruments to satisfy our customer’s most 

stringent needs.


